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All the Unseen Things
James Webb

James Webb is a South African artist based in Cape Town. His work, framed in large-scale
installations in galleries and museums, or as unannounced interventions in public spaces, often
makes use of ellipsis, displacement and détournement to explore the nature of belief and the
dynamics of communication in our contemporary world. Webb’s practice employs a variety of
media including audio, installation and text, referencing aspects of the conceptualist and minimalist
traditions, as well as his academic studies in advertising, comparative religion and theatre.
Webb has presented his work around the world at major institutions and exhibitions, including
Wanås Konst in Sweden, the Yorkshire Sculpture Park, UK, the 13th Biennial of Sharjah
(2017), 12th Bienal de la Habana (2015), 55th Biennale di Venezia (2013), the 2009 Melbourne
International Arts Festival and the 8th Biennale d’Art Contemporain de Lyon (2007).
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Intruduction
This text is a consideration of the unseen things: the processes behind the
ongoing artworks Prayer (1999, ongoing) and There’s No Place Called Home
(2004, ongoing). Both projects are iterative and made afresh in new locations,
and could be described as site-responsive, audio installation pieces with
relational concerns. Both use minimal visual elements, basic audio playback
systems, and are augmented by the context of the specific site to suggest
various poetic and political readings.
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The thematics of these artworks include, but are not limited to, religion,
society, and multiculturalism (Prayer), and the materiality of field recordings,
environmental contingency, and migration (There’s No Place Called Home).
Prayer started as a reaction to the still very segregated, post-Apartheid
cityscape of my hometown Cape Town, and There’s No Place Called Home
to the northern winter that I found myself in on one of my first trips overseas
to Kitakyushu, Japan. Over the last decade, I have seen both artworks be
exhibited widely and garner new audiences and theoretical interpretations
from the different circumstances they have been shown in. Out of all my
formal projects over 18-years these two have travelled the most and show
signs of being able to be personalised by local audiences, allowing the works
to develop relationally and socially in ways that would have been hard to plan
or to do on my own. Herewith are some notes on the creative processes and
challenges of each project.
Audience member at Prayer, Johannesburg, 2012.
Image by Anthea Pokroy.
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Installation view of Prayer, Johannesburg, 2012. Image by Anthea Pokroy.
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Prayer
Prayer is a multi-channel audio installation comprising sound
recordings of vocal worship collected from as many religious
communities as possible found in the host city where the piece
is exhibited. The artwork originally began with the question of
what would it be like to listen to all the multi-faith prayers of a city
together? With religion playing such a strong role in historical and

contemporary society and politics, influencing everything from
culture and law to fashion and diets, I believe it is an important
subject for artistic engagement. As I am based in Cape Town and
the project requires local involvement, the process begins with me
working with the inviting art institution through an assistant there.
Researching and contacting the groups can take up to two months
before recording starts. The idea is to get as much participation
as possible, and to get an in-depth insight into the religious and
spiritual life of the city.

St. Mary the Less, recording location for Prayer, Johannesburg, 2012.
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I have a degree in Religious Studies from the University of
Cape Town, and this has proved a solid base for the theoretical
preparation of the project. Google is a good start, but input from
regional interfaith initiatives and university religious studies and
theological programs is a great help in finding out about what faiths
are represented in the city, and how to contact them. The process
is exhaustive, starting with looking for all religions that might be
present there, and there is–in my experience–always much more
than expected. Depending on the location, these have included
most schools of Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism,
and Sikhism. The search expands by looking for denominations, offshoots and reform movements, as well as so-called minority group
faiths such as Mandaean, Yarsanism, and Zoroastrianism, and preChristian, traditional religious practices and new age groups. All of
the faiths are further looked for in terms of community and location,
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for example the Vietnamese Catholic and Buddhist communities
of Malmö.
Thuy Hoa Thiên Liên, Song To Guanyin – Prayer (Malmö)
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Searching continues in civic organisations such as prisons, hospital
multi-faith centres, and other community organisations, for example
the Mission to Seafarers church ministering to visiting sailors at the
Cape Town harbour (Prayer, Cape Town, 2000). Remarkable sacred
spaces, such as the Johannesburg Shree Siva Subramaniar Temple
in Melrose, a safe place where Nelson Mandela purportedly hid
during numerous Apartheid-era raids, are approached to develop
the symbolic geographical and architectural elements contained in
the concept of the artwork.
Guru Shanmuga Sivam – Prayer (Johannesburg)
Lastly, well known individuals associated with local faith are
contacted directly, for example Imam Abdul Wahid Pedersen,
a noteworthy Danish Imam who was the first Muslim
leader to conduct Friday sermons in Danish in 1997 (Prayer,
København, 2010).
It would be good to mention here that I am not just looking
to record and include spiritual leaders; all religious people are
welcome to participate in this artwork. It’s useful to start the
research with leaders and organisations, so as to reach out

Shree Siva Subramaniar Temple
in Johannesburg.
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reasons pertaining to representation and agency, no under-18s
are recorded.
Jaya Radhe Jaya Krishna – Prayer (Stockholm)
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Contact is made by the inviting museum where the installation will
be presented, enabling the faith groups to identify an institution and a
local person with the project. This adds to the credibility of the initiative,
and also enables the museum to establish networks in and around
the city; networks that can remain after the installation has opened
and that could lead to new initiatives. Email works well, but nothing
beats a phone call to establish rapport, and to give immediate answers
to the questions and concerns someone might have. This is followed
by an email or letter with detailed information on the intentions and
practicalities of artwork, as well as references to other people within that
faith that have taken part in Prayer in the preceding iterations.

Sri Devi Karumariamman Seva Sungam, recording location for Prayer,
Johannesburg 2012.

to the greater community through their established networks
and congregations. All participants are seen as equal, and their
assistance and contribution greatly appreciated and respected. In
this regard, more solitary and hermetic practices such as neo-pagan
shamanism are proactively looked for as they can be harder to find
compared to the statistically larger community-based religious
traditions. I specifically look for a gender balance in the participants,
and in cases such as Stockholm, Malmö, and Johannesburg – the 3
largest versions of the piece – have found it with ease. For ethical

Understandably, some people are initially skeptical about the project.
Themes of religion and contemporary art in today’s Western society
can trigger controversial references such as Andres Serrano’s Piss
Christ (1987) or some of the installations of Damien Hirst and Banks
Violette. Whereas I think the devotional and conceptual implications
of Serrano’s artwork are often misunderstood, Prayer needs to be
contextualised carefully and generously at all times.
Even terms like “sound art,” a category I don’t readily identify with,
must be unpacked for clear understanding in the process of this
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piece. Thanks to existing networks formed
from earlier versions of Prayer, new
participants can also be found and invited
to participate through mutual contacts.
The contribution from the Eckankar
community in 6 of the manifestations of
Prayer is thanks to Niels-Jul Yrvin and the
other Bergen members whose support
and encouragement in the 2010 edition
led to interest and involvement from
Eckists in other cities.
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Birmingham Eckankar – Prayer
(Birmingham)
In a different way, the Sultan Bahu Centre,
a Sufi mosque in Mayfair, Johannesburg,
very kindly approached local churches
and the Sri Sathya Sai Centre in the
neighbourhood on my behalf. Here my
and the museum’s job is greatly aided
by people who understand and are
enthusiastic enough about the initiative
and its multi-faith aims to promote it
to others. It’s a fascinating and very
rewarding process, and the links made in
the research tend to generate more and
Shree Laxmi Narayan Mandir, recording location for Prayer, Birmingham 2011.
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more links, and these become valuable participatory partners and
contacts for the museum and the people involved. A very wide net
is thrown, and we strive to be highly inclusive, and operate on a
very significant level. For art institutions and museums wanting to
broaden their community awareness and outreach, the process of
producing Prayer is a powerful way to do this. On average over the
last 9 iterations of the piece, more than 100 multilingual prayers are
recorded from an average of 65 different faiths in each host city.
The current exhibition of Prayer (Stockholm)1 exhibited at Historiska
Museet comprises 155 recordings from 172 people, totalling just
over 7-hours of working footage.
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The recording period can take between 3 to 5 weeks. 3 weeks is
an absolute minimum, and would only be possible if we were very
organised and schedule 5+ recording sessions a day. 4 to 5-weeks
is more realistic, and would really make for some exciting results
as the project tends to gather more attention and interest as the
recording process goes on. At the arranged meeting, a brochure
is used to show the new participants the previous versions of
the installation, particularly what it looks like and explaining how
audience members access the artwork. Transparent communication
is vital as the artwork is engaging with spiritual, personal and
cultural views and representation, and as I am a visitor to that city
and this is a project that I wish to have continue in many more

1

Saint Nicholas the Enlightener of Japan Orthodox Christian Church, recording
location for Prayer, Johannesburg 2012.

instances, my intentions and credentials need to be crystal clear
and accessible.

For details see exhibition notices on page 57.
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I conduct all the recordings myself, with the museum assistant
present, often to help with bilingual translations in the case of
the 4 Scandinavian editions, and as well to have a representative
of the art institution there. Normally the recordings are private, in
as much as they are not sonic documentations of congregational
services, but are specifically arranged sessions–one-on-one–where
worship can be attended to properly with every care and attention.
The sessions take place at a location that is convenient to the
person being recorded, and often is their place of worship which
allows for the acoustics of the holy space and its significance to
be present in the piece. There a suitable recording spot is found
Trinity Methodist, recording location for Prayer, Birmingham, 2011.

All the Unseen Things

based on the comfort of the participant as well as sonic factors
such as acoustics, activity within the premises, and external traffic.
The microphones are set up, and a volume check is done. We then
compose ourselves, I roll tape, and the prayer can start at their
convenience.
The conclusion of the recording is always quiet and introspective
in so much as a returning from somewhere else and reorientation
in our day to day reality. There are a few moments after the prayer
concludes where the participant and I are silent, and in some
cases quite emotional. Thereafter we talk about the project and
other issues pertaining to the themes here, and if I am lucky I get
to stay for tea and a tour of the place of worship. These pre and
post-recording interactions are in many ways as important as the
recordings themselves, and go a great way towards creating a
fellowship between the art institution and faith community, as well
as between artist and participant.
The material recorded falls under the general term of ‘vocal
worship,’ and this term is left to be interpreted by the participants.
No one style of prayer is privileged over another, and all forms of
spoken prayers–formal, extemporaneous, liturgical, and personal,
are recorded. Chants, hymns, nasheeds, nigun, and mantras are
recorded too, as well as readings and recitations. In the case of
organisations such as the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers)
who pray in silence, a reading is recorded, for example texts by
George Fox read by members of the Woodbrooke Quaker Study
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project, nor will they be used by any third party. The recordings are
shared with the participants in digital and CD form, with them free
to publish their recording at will.Technically, I employ a Røde NT3G
for clear and direct voice takes, plus a bespoke SASS unit designed
by Alex Bozas housing 2 AT4022s for a full stereo array which is
excellent for prayer groups and choirs.

Centre for Prayer (Birmingham) in 2011. The languages, accents, and
sonic forms of the prayers often differ, as does the subject matter,
but are all marked with a deep sense of sincerity. No musical
instruments are used other than the voice. In any edition of Prayer,
there could several interpretations of ‘vocal worship’ within just one
instance, for example members of a mosque could offer recitations,
dua, na’at (poetic hymn), and an Adhan (call to prayer) as in the case
of the Stockholm Mosque (Prayer, Stockholm, 2016).

Mar Yousif Syrisk katolska kyrkas kör i Södertälje – Prayer
(Stockholm)

Marrakchi Abdelaziz performing the Adhan – Prayer
(Stockholm)
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The prayers are used in full, with the top of the recording
starting at the beginning of the prayer, and extraneous bits preand post- the recording removed. Light EQ is used to roll off
low frequency rumble from passing cars. No further editing or
transformation is done.

The adhan recorded there is an important social document as it is
an internal call to prayer since Stockholm only has one public adhan
broadcast only for Jumu’ah prayers (Friday noon) at Fittja Grand Mosque
in Botkyrka, which incidentally has the tallest minaret in Europe.2

The presentation of the recordings is the next step. The artwork
consists of a refined red carpet (4 x 16m) with 12 circular, black
speaker cones arranged in a grid-like formation placed thereon.
The audio wires run underneath the carpet to a series of standard
amplifiers and unsynchronised, solid state, media players: basic
technology, perfectly satisfactory for museum purposes in terms of
reliability and ease of use.

There is no time limit, and some prayers like The Lord’s Prayer
are under a minute, while a Nasheed or Dhikr can last up to
20-minutes. No contribution is superfluous, and I use all the
recordings made in the process, and everyone signs a release form
confirming their understanding of the artwork, and certifying that
their contribution can be used as part of the installation and its
archived documentation. I specifically state in the contract the the
recordings made will not be remixed or taken out of context of the
2

The carpet acts as a frame and a plinth, signifying a designate
artistic space. At any given time, all the speakers play at once,
and each speaker transmits a separate and unsynchronised

Find and article about the tallest minaret in Europe at hurriyetdailynews.com
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In looking for a way for the audience to choreographically participate
in the piece, I elected to have the speakers placed directly on the
carpet. I also decided to have the audience remove their shoes
before stepping onto the carpet–an act that denotes reverence
and hygiene in many cultures. More so, the haptic effect is one of
comfort: feet touching soft material. Once inside the work, they
may wander around the installation freely, able to move between
the different simultaneous playback creating their own mix of
the voices emanating from the speakers, or they can kneel down
to listen to individual prayers broadcast sequentially from any
single speaker.

41 rue Mazarine, 75006 Paris
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This act of kneeling references genuflection, and can also be
considered as supplication: a further mark of respect with the
listener moving in close to attend to the words of the prayer. This
experience of focused listening to a single recording is always
kept within in the context of the multi-faith intentions of the work
as the other recordings can still be heard at the same time in
the periphery coming from the other speakers. The conceptual
implications in this spatialised, multi-channel technique is that
the one can be heard in relation to the many, and depending on
where you are standing, vice versa. The visual and technical set up,
amount of speakers, or logistical conditions of Prayer do not change
with each version, only the local recordings do.

Kneeling audience member at Prayer, Johannesburg, 2012. Image by A Pokroy.

prayer recording from a unique selection of the recorded material
particular to that speaker. In other words, each speaker has its
own selection of prayers played sequentially, resulting in an everchanging, polyphonous sound environment. I normally explain this
to participants as each speaker having its own unique “playlist” of
prayers, and to listen to the entire piece would mean spending time
at each speaker as the day progresses.

The prayers are not announced in the speakers, nor are the
speakers labeled in any way. This is to have the listener approach
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each speaker with an open mind as to what they will hear. There
will be some recordings in a language that each listener can
understand, and others that the listener might not recognise. The
experience of Prayer’s audio has been fondly described as the
sound of (their) “God’s answering machine” by several participants.
Two text panels are mounted on the gallery walls to credit the
people and organisations that participated in the artwork, and to
offer curatorial and contextual, but not interpretive, information
on the piece. The minimal visual form, as well as the text panels,
provides a space where the audience can have a non-prescriptive
experience with the artwork and to consider its related themes.

41 rue Mazarine, 75006 Paris
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Visually, the installation is exhibited in its own space away from other
artworks so as to create an encompassing and focused experience.
I have received requests to present the work outdoors or in smaller
spaces, but I have to refuse these. The work needs to be in a
dedicated gallery where it can be broadcast at the correct volume,
with enough physical room for the artwork to look and sound like
it should, and not be interrupted or taken out of its specific artistic
context. The venue cannot have existing religious or political signs or
affiliations to affect the interpretation of Prayer. The only instance that
this rule was altered was for the History Unfolds exhibition curated
by Helene Larsson Pousette for Historiska Museet, the Swedish
History Museum in Stockholm. Here Prayer was placed in a gallery
to be in dialogue with the historical Catholic artefacts collected by
the museum.

Audience member at Prayer, Stockholm, 2016. Image by Katarina Nimmervoll.

This unique situation was curated to show the difference between
how religion and art was expressed and displayed in the past–that
being predominately a visual and monotheistic spectacle–to how
it could be presented now as a sonic, multicultural, and interfaith
relational experience. The symbolism of the multi-faith prayers
being exhibited at the Swedish History Museum, and thus seen as
being part of Swedish heritage, is very significant in the context of
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dialogues as to what constitutes Swedish culture, as well as the
monotheistic and “exotic” curatorial gaze of the past. The importance
of these issues was further addressed by the curatorial team by
creating a series of talks and tours of the museum’s collection
given by invited participants of Prayer responding to the museum’s
objects through the lens of their religious perspectives. Two special
highlights were Phramahaboonthin Taosiri, a monk from the Värmdö
Buddharam Temple administering a blessing on the famous “Helgö
Buddha,” a bronze statue of the Buddha dated to 6th century
Kashmir that was found in a Viking grave in Birka, west of Stockholm,
and Imam Mahmoud Khalfi of the Stockholm Mosque identifying and
translating a hidden piece of Islamic calligraphy, disguised as a floral
decoration, on a medieval Christian altar piece.

members for the artwork, as opposed to the work being only
viewed by regular museum audiences and critics.
Looking back at the progression of the work, it’s interesting to note
that the earliest version started in 1999, before 11 September 2001
and its divisive religious and political implications. Over the years I have
noticed new interpretations of the artwork relating to contemporary
issues. Whereas the concept and technique of Prayer remains the
same in each instance, the locality, contemporary politics, and current
concerns can refresh the work every time, and provide new challenges
and solutions. As time goes on, I feel that the previous versions
become a bit like time capsules containing the concerns and hopes
from the period each edition was produced. There is also a sense of
the changing religious demographics of the city. Sadly, two of the
Rabbis that participated in the original Cape Town edition, Rabbi David
Hoffmann, and Rabbi Elihu Jacob Steinhorn, have both passed away
since the exhibition. The same of Qari Yusuf Noorbhai, a venerable
Koranic teacher considered one of the finest reciters in South Africa,
died in 2016 with his contribution to Prayer (Johannesburg) in 2012
being the last recital recording he made.

To honour the process of making the artwork, the recorded
participants are invited to a special vernissage before the show
is open to the general public and press. This is a very interesting
and important part of the project as it is a kind of socio-physical
manifestation of the theme of the work: the religions of that city
being together in one space; a situation that does not occur very
often. Here the participants can hear their recordings in action as
well as listen to the other prayers that constitute the installation.
Furthermore, the participants can meet each other, and the
museum can officially take on its role as custodian of the prayers
shared. I believe that this kind of event can also work towards
celebrating and including the participants of a project as audience

Hafez Yusuf Noorbhai – Prayer Johannesburg 2012
These events now give a historical perspective to the recordings
and the artwork, and the memory of the late Rabbi Hoffmann,
Rabbi Steinhorn, and Qari Noorbhai live on through the project
whenever it is shown.
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My intentions with this piece are to initiate
an open-ended situation whereby the city
can be investigated through the make up
its religious movements and the many
subjects that links to. For me the techniques
used in the production of the piece and
the display allow for themes of identity,
migration, history, and communication
to make themselves present and be
questioned. In bringing all the faiths into one
space, the audience is accessing a sociopolitical space: visitors are confronted by
statements of belief, as well as the diversity
of community, culture and philosophy
present in the city they are in. The audience
is in a position to listen and consider other
people’s points of view, and draw their own
conclusions, maps and connections through
the geography that the recordings create; a
process that is as important to the artwork
as its exhibition itself.
There’s No Place Called Home
Somewhat of a sibling to Prayer, There’s
No Place Called Home shares some of its
concerns with site-specificity, hospitality,
There’s No Place Called Home at Folkets Park Malmö, Sweden, 2016. Image by Ricard Estay.
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and plurality, but is articulated through the media and subject of
birdsong. This piece involves audio speakers hidden in trees and used
to broadcast recordings of birds not found in that location, for example
calls of a Taiwan Yuhina (Yuhina brunneiceps), endemic to the island
of Taiwan, relayed from the Folketspark in Malmö (There’s No Place
Called Home (Folketspark, 2016). The piece is exhibited in outdoor
public spaces, such as parks, sculpture gardens, and in some cases

remote, rural locations. The incongruous audio is unannounced and
unadvertised, and is staged as a hack into nature.
Conceptually, I found my way to this artwork when I was an artist in
residence at the Center for Contemporary Art in Kitakyushu, Japan,
in 2004. Faced with my first experience of a northern hemisphere
winter, and a curiosity towards the common use of loudspeakers
in Japanese public space for advertising and municipal purposes,
I started thinking about matters pertaining to displacement
and exoticism, as well as ways to both reuse and activate field
recordings. Growing up in the Western Cape province of South
Africa with its plentiful avifauna, I was always attracted to the
biological as well as cultural significance of birds. With their ability
to fly and the projected agency that suggests, as well as their
extraordinary vocal abilities, birds have captured the imagination of
humans for ages.

There’s No Place Called Home in Kitakyushu, Japan, 2004.
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Aware that bird vocalisations are some of the most recorded
sounds on the planet, generally for conservation and categorisation
purposes, I was soon became interested in the very politics of the
vocalisations. What we might take as being melodic and musical,
with received cultural associations of relaxation like a kind of
natural Muzak, is in fact a series of mating calls, identity displays,
and the staking of territory. As Jacques Attali points out in Noise:
The Political Economy of Music (1977), birdsong is “inscribed
from the start within the panoply of power.” I was further
influenced by wanting to warp and challenge the often frowned
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There’s No Place Called Home in Bergen, 2015. Image by Bjørn Mortenson.

upon ornithological practice of sonic “baiting” wherein an audio
recording of a local birdcall is sounded in the vicinity where that
species might hear it and respond, with the hope of it making its
visual presence known. This lead me to think of broadcasting audio
recordings of birdcalls as a form of sonic graffiti.

a foreign bird, but I believe it is deceptively simple idea, and has
multiple interpretations. With the introduction of the vocalisations of
a foreigner, the artwork seeks to symbolically turn the various sites
into meeting points for strangers, hosts and guests, and position the
intervention site as a space of both refuge and invasion.

I sought to subvert these techniques and use foreign birds in a
local environment as an absurd version of returning the sound
to nature, but also as a means of defamiliarising the landscape,
and interrogating certain human themes through the metaphor
of birds. It’s a simple image: the local broadcasting of a song of

The image can be likened to a worst possible Lonely Hearts
Column where the recording of foreign bird will not be recognised
or responded to by the local birds. Or perhaps the foreign bird is
interpreted by the human audience as the symbol of an invader. In
this instance I am reminded of the curious story of Hirō Onoda, the
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Japanese soldier who didn’t realise that World War 2 had ended
and continued ‘defending’ or occupying the Philippine island of
Lubang. This is another potential view of the artwork–the lone
vigilante out there–this solitary bird waiting it out, looking after its
annexed turf.

In each edition of this project I research the local birds to try and
make sure that there will not be song that will be too similar to
the current species there so as to affect the birds. Where possible
I consult conservationists or organisations such as the Bird
Protection League (Ligue pour la Protection des Oiseaux ) in France
(There’s No Place Called Home, Jardin da la Psalette, 2016). Birds
are extremely clever and would be able to detect the presence of
an actual other bird through sight, movement, smell, as well as
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Since 2004, over the course of this artwork’s lifespan, analyses
relating to the so-called migration crisis, ecological contingency
and the Anthropocene, and auguries–the traditional notion that
the activity of birds can be construed as omens–have come into
play depending on the context of the site and the issues of the
day. As Brandon LaBelle writes of the project’s Norwegian edition
in 2015 (There’s No Place Called Home, Bergen), “The narrative
remains mysterious, and yet unmistakably present: somewhere
something happened – which delivered this foreigner to Bergen”
(Labelle 2015).

There’s No Place Called Home in Guangzhou, China 2005.

Looking back at it now, I can also link the artwork to the history of
cinema. The 1938 film, Tarzan and the Green Goddess (directed
by Edward Kull) is set in Guatemala and, along with some rather
out of place african animals seen in cut aways, contains the calls
of a Laughing Kookaburra (Dacelo Novaeguineae) used to signify
the dark and mysterious jungle, with all is psychological and racist,
colonial connotations. Kookaburras are not found in Guatemala;
they are only found in Australia and New Guinea, and even though
the tale is a fantasy, it is interesting to note the use of such a sound
in this context.
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The project has been undertaken as an illegal intervention in public
space as well as an arranged public art exhibition. Similarly, the
work has been shown for as little as a few hours to permanent
versions in Amman, Johannesburg, and Reims that run daily. The
practical processes towards this piece begin with the choice of
tree and bird for each installation. I look for large, leafy trees that
can hide and support the weight of a speaker, and offer a way to
run an audio cable to wherever I can safely store the technology for
the artwork in a space that won’t be a visual distraction from the
tree and the experience of the audio. The choice of bird is a more
complex affair as it involves the type of species, its various sounds
and vocal techniques, and both the name and symbolic, literary, and
cultural references pertaining to that bird, as well as the recorded
species’s own habits such as its diet, mating, and nesting.
These factors influence the reading of the image, for example in the
2005 edition staged along the Pearl River in Guangzhou (There’s No
Place Called Home, Guangzhou), I used the harsh shriek-like calls
of a Fiscal Shrike (Lanius collaris), a carnivorous species known
for impaling its prey on thorns and barbed wire so as to dry the
meat out. For the context of the installation, I selected this bird for
what would be interpreted as a violent culinary practice. Another
aspect of the process is the sourcing of the bird sounds. Where
possible I record them myself, but the expertise and experience
of established bird recordists and ornithologists is always sought.
Here I have been lucky to have recordings given to me, or used
through Creative Commons licences, and in some instances rented

There’s No Place Called Home, installation: speaker in tree is hidden from view.

sound, and the playback of unidentifiable, incongruous bird sounds
would be as irrelevant as cellphone and other sounds within those
frequencies and phrases. This is a sonic trap for human audiences,
not the local birds.
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or bought. The recordist is credited in the exhibition’s contextual
information, for example Fintan O’Brien’s recording of a Melodious
Blackbird (Dives dives), recorded in Belize, and broadcast from
the trees of the Yorkshire Sculpture Park in 2016 (There’s No Place
Called Home (YSP)).

seem “realistic.” My wish is that the recording hides in plain
sight. Mixing on site with the speakers installed is one of the best
pieces of advice I can give to installation artists, and this is vital
for an artwork like this. Factors such as traffic and water noise
from streams and rivers, as well as the way wind sounds through
the trees based on the size of the leaves, can all affect the audial
reception of the work.
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The piece is often monophonic–keeping with the economy of
means in the idea–but multichannel versions have been made
with the effect being that of many birds being heard in the area,
like a large scale occupation of the site by a foreign species. Very
little audio treatment is done to the recordings, other than noise
reduction and EQ to bring a sense of dynamics to the sound. The
recordings are sometimes edited for length to not make the piece
appear too repetitive, and to have gaps of silence between various
calls. The intention here is to make the audio appear as lifelike
as possible, and the recordings are played at a level that would

Like with Prayer, I use simple, domestic technology: weatherproof,
passive speakers and an amplifier, and for formal exhibitions I
use an electricity timer to have the installation run autonomously.
Camouflage netting, as found in hunting shops and military surplus
stores, is used to disguise the speaker into the foliage. Whereas
the concealing of the sound source references the acousmatic
tradition, the reception of the audio is meant to appear to be
unmistakably that of a bird, and more so that the bird is actually

There’s No Place Called Home, installation: speaker in tree is hidden from view.
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there in the tree. The location of the artwork is not disclosed, but
in the case of formal exhibitions, mention is made of the general
area that the work can be found. For those audience members who
understand that there is a Gang-Gang Cockatoo (Callocephalon
fimbriatum) somewhere in the vicinity, but might not know the
specific call, every bird sound in the locale becomes loaded
and suspect.

as to give them the audio would be too revealing for the artwork’s
spirit of concealment. What makes site-specific sound work so
appealing is that you and the audience need to be there.
By being restaged each time, both projects serve as strategies to
engage with people, locations, and the dynamics of that moment in
time; all of which pose new challenges. Prayer, with its confluence
of local voices brought together, and There’s No Place Called Home
with its sonic lure being presented outdoors in public space, make
both artworks contingent, and thus each exhibition and iteration
becomes a further chapter in their process and development.
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I think of both projects as being contextual and experiential,
and therefore their documentation is challenging. I find writing
about the pieces helps in distilling the ideas and translating them
into a communicative form for a current and future audience to
access. I try to tone the writing to be explanatory without being
interpretive, wanting to allow the reader to personalise the piece for
themselves.

Exhibition notices
• Prayer (Stockholm) runs at Historiska, Stockholm, until 16 November 2017.
• There’s No Place Called Home (New Orleans) is exhibited on “The Lotus
in Spite of the Swamp,” the 4th Prospect Triennial of New Orleans, curated
by Trevor Schoonmaker, opening on 18 November and running until 25
February 2018.

Photographs are mandatory, especially in a contemporary art
situation where these projects circulate through catalogues,
Instagram feeds, critical reviews, and theoretical journals. The audio
components are, strangely enough, the hardest part to transmit
to a secondary audience. Prayer’s multi-channel features don’t
document very well even in binaural recording, and There’s No
Place Called Home’s dislocated birdsongs hide even deeper in field
recordings of the intervention. For Prayer I make extracts of the
individual prayers available online to be listened to with textual and
photographic references. With There’s No Place Called Home I feel
that the secondary audience can research the birdsong themselves
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JAMES WEBB
À l’écoute du monde
Par Camille Moulonguet
Crédits photos : Bjorn Mortensen courtesy James Webb, Galerie Imane Farès.
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James Webb est né en 1975 à Kimberley en Afrique du Sud. Aujourd’hui il vit
et travaille à Cape Town et fait figure de pionnier dans son pays en matière
d’art sonore. Il intervient dans les galeries comme dans les espaces publics et
parvient à détourner le spectateur pour le rendre avant tout auditeur.
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L’artiste raconte qu’aussi loin qu’il puisse
se souvenir son intérêt pour le son. Il a commencé avec un lecteur de cassette gagné par
son père dans un tournoi de golf.
« Lorsque j’écoute à nouveau ces cassettes,
je suis saisi par ma manière de parler lorsque
j’avais 4 ans et touché par la jeune voix de mon
père. Je traitais le magnétophone comme un
être sensible, je m’adressais à lui par son nom
et lui posait des questions. » Et puis plus tard,
les mixtapes de son adolescence participent
aussi à sa prédilection pour le médium sonore.
Ce rapport physique au son, à la machine
est très présent dans son travail.
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Tout se passe comme si le son devient
tangible aussi bien dans ses installations que
dans ses compositions. Il y a des enceintes,
des appareils, des branchements et des
fils ostensibles, le son et son appareillage
s’imbriquent pour créer une œuvre.
Son œuvre « Prayer » qui date de 2012,
exprime particulièrement bien la manière
dont le canal et le son s’équilibrent dans son
travail. Cette installation diffuse simultanément, les enregistrements des prières de
toutes les religions présentes dans la ville où
elle est exposée. Des haut-parleurs sont
disposés sur un tapis et le public peut se
promener librement à travers l'installation.
L'écoute se fait à la fois de la polyphonie des
voix de tous les haut-parleurs en même
temps et aussi individuellement en se mettant
à genoux pour écouter une prière en
particulier.
James Webb explique que « le projet
est créé in situ chaque fois, et les prières
sont recueillies auprès de tous les différents
groupes religieux opérant dans la ville hôte. »
James Webb aime rapprocher, voire juxtaposer des mondes éloignés ou qui s’ignorent
délibérément. Cette manière de réunir des
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temporalités, des lieux, des esprits, caracté-

le son à l’aide de champs très différents aussi

dans quel état on erre et si les morts sont

rise on travail dont le son en est le principal

bien littéraires que cinématographiques ou

vivants.

vecteur. L’immatérialité qui lui est propre doit

encore dans un de ses derniers travaux,

certainement permettre

la voyance. Ce travail, montré au Palais de

ces rencontres, ces glissements.

Tokyo en 2011 par Rahma Khazam dans le

Cette disposition de brouiller le spectateur

cadre de « répondeur », met en scène la voix

est présente aussi dans son installation

d’un acteur aux intonations d’Orson Welles qui

« There’s no place called home » qu’il a présenté

délivre les mots recueillis

à Dresde en 2015 et dont il a initié l’itinérance

« de profundis » par le voyant. On boit les

en 2004. Il place par exemple dans un parc

paroles d’un Orson Welles autoritaire et

japonais des enregistrements de sons

cynique, plus vrai que nature !

d’oiseaux enregistrés en Afrique du Sud.
Il glisse ainsi imperceptiblement

Les incohérences spatio-temporelles de
James Webb se jouent du réel et créent ce

l’impossible dans le « vrai monde » et déconte-

moment d’incertitude qui fait que d’un seul

nance d’un coup notre perception du monde.

coup, tout est dans tout …

James Webb théâtralise en quelque sorte

On ne sait plus à quel saint se vouer, ni
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Voice In The Wilderness
MAIL & GUARDIAN NOVEMBER 2010

‘Finally, there’s something to look at.’ The barbed remark came from a blue-rinsed coif lurking in a corner of the Johannesburg Art
Gallery’s basement. Its wearer, now staring at a slowly-turning mirrorball, had just been relieved of the chore of pondering James Webb’s
untitled light intervention at the south entrance to the gallery, a work which presents viewers with an unusual challenge. Visible beyond
the gallery’s grounds, the ancient hanging light flickers on and off by night and beams a secret morse code message to the residents of
Joubert Park’s sea of highrise apartments. Nowhere in the gallery is a decoded version of the message presented. The utterance exists as
a pure cipher, forcing viewers to apply their knowledge of morse code or else struggle with its inscrutability.
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Webb’s work was met with more confusion than delight during a recent morning walkabout of the group exhibition Relfex/Reflexion, on
which the piece features. Though his rimy critic was treated to a daytime, close-up viewing, as well as a rare revelation of the secret
message, the lack of visual candor in the work positioned it as something wholly foreign to the realm of art. Though extreme, her position
reflects an assumption still endemic in the South African art world today, namely that art will always defer to the visual. The value of
paintings trumps that of performances, just as tangible themes are preferable to profound thoughts. This is the context in which James
Webb, like his lonely light, beats out a companionless path as a conceptual artist.

He has been saved from obscurity, though, by his unassailable productivity and a growing international presence, not to mention an
enviable dose of charm and wit. Reflex/Reflexion is one of three exhibitions on which Webb features in his first major sortie into the
Johannesburg art scene. Having opened his first solo exhibition in Johannesburg at the ABSA Gallery at 6.15 on November 10, he went
on to open his second one at GoetheOnMain at 7.30pm on the same day.

In a rather dilatory fulfillment of his contract with ABSA after winning the ABSA l’Atelier competition in 2008, Webb curated Terms of
Surrender, an exhibition of already-existing and new works that collectively form a kind of requiem for lost power. In a work titled Ost an
elderly former citizen of the German Democratic Republic sings the East German anthem in a quavering voice. In another, Untitled (19th
April), we hear a recording of the autopsy report of David Koresh, the leader of an American religious group called the Branch Davidians.
As if in a farewell to Koresh and his apostles, the gallery is adorned with Ikebana, a type of traditional Japanese flower arrangement
historically used in offerings to the souls of the dead.
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By now having succumbed to their own short lifespans, Webb’s special Ikebana arrangements were made by Derry Ralph – a member of
the little known organisation Oriental Arts South Africa – using only alien plants and weeds wrested from pavements in the northern
suburbs.

Each of these works represents the last gasp of a dying empire, and Webb’s concoction of this project for ABSA is not without a measure
of tragic wit. The ABSA gallery, which has more the atmosphere of a cheap funeral parlour than a respectable art institution, is desolate
on any given day. ABSA staff perhaps glance in occasionally on their way to the lurid cafeteria, and thanks to a front-desk security
rigmarole reminiscent of apartheid’s pass system, the place is exceptionally unwelcoming to the public.

At face value, Aleph, Webb’s project at GoetheonMain, offers some relief after Terms of Surrender’s dark gaze. Aleph is an installation
of sound recordings of women praying in ‘tongues’, a practice of glossolalia which pentecostal christians believe to be a powerful
heavenly language. The work comprises eight recordings of prayers, all playing simultaneously and at equal volume, through wallmounted speakers. Supplementing these recordings are eight short texts transcribing dream narratives which Webb’s subjects believe to
have spiritual significance. Heard from a small distance, the prayers blend together in the echoey room, undulating in volume and
rhythm. The effect is overwhelmingly oceanic, an appropriate comparison given the recurrent symbolism of water in the accompanying
dream narratives.

Close up, the earnestness of the individual prayers can be touching, embarrassing or seductive, depending on one’s own feelings towards
pentecostal Christianity. Though an atheist himself, Webb’s position on this religious act is not critical. ‘For a religious person, I would like
this installation to be a religious experience, ‘ he says. ‘My interest in religious belief has to do with how we articulate our position in the
universe, how we choose to give certain things power’.
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